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Atlstract: In this paper, rve describe a nerv method tbr
auditory brainstem response (ABR) estimation t'ia
complementary Wiener filter technique. We consider
the ABR signal as deterministic signal and background
noise as correlated noise in this method. The structurc
and design of the filter are provided. The mcthod n'as
tested on real ABR data. The results shorved that it can
reduce the number of repetitions needed in the
averaging of ABR, but preserves the most important
parameters, such as locations of peaks.

signal under least mean square error.

It rvill be modified
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Fig. 1. ConrrenLional Wiener filter structure for estimation
of ABR signal.

INTRODUCTION

major problem in the extraction of ABR from
background EEG is the poor signal-to-noise ratio (SI'IR)
which characterizes ABR relative to the noisy ongoing
brain activity. Ensemble averaging of the rarv signals,
time-locked to sound stimulation, is commonly used for
SNR improvement in this field Il]. But it needs thousands
of repetitions rvhich may cause fatigue for patients, and a
signal may not, however, meet the assumed conditiotls
obviously during the long period. Alternative techniques
have been developed, aimed at reducing the number of

A

repetitions required. Some are based on an assumed mean
behavior of the underlying signal, by which optimal filters

are designed [2]; others apply parametric identification
techniques in an attempt to reduce the noise with minimal
signal distortion [3]. However, none of these methods have
yet become routine due to the high computational
complexity that is usually required.
The method described in this paper offers a significant

SNR improvement and repetitions reduced for ABR
extraction, as u'ill be shown in the following experimental
study. It has simple structure and can be implemented to be
fast.

into complementary Wiener frlter by introducing

thc

foIlolving condition.
Let

[1,12\+H"12\=1.
We have

*1'1= tr,(z) + 'Y.(z)
=.s(z) * [Ät, (z) - N.(r)]' H,(z) + N r(z).
In discrete tin-re domain, it can be described by

"t(n)

-

.s(n)

*lr,@) - nr@))'h,(r) + nr(n).

The complementary Wiener filter for extracting an
ABR signal s(n) is given in Fig. 2.
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Fig.2. The complementarv Wiener filter structure.
Actually, \ve can consider HtQ) as thc hlter whiclt

METHOD

In forrnulating our model, we assume that observation
x;(n) consists of two additive parts during short period: (l)
Deterministic and time-locked ABR signal s(tt). (2)
Spontaneous and correlated EEG activity n;(n) rvhich is
represented by stochastic process. We have a formulatiorl
for the ith sample as belorv.

xi(n):s(n)+n;(n)
A block diagram of a conventional Wiener filter

is

shown in Fig. l.

Hr(z) and Hz(z) are Wiener filters

designed

independently. The effect is not ideal, because ABR signal
s(n) consists of deterministic components, not a strict
random signal. So the best case is to approximal"e the ABR

cancels noise n1(n)-n2(n) by nz(n). tt may function better
than applying the filter onto s(n) directly because they botlt
are random signals.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

ABR data was rccordcd u,ith an electric response
audiometer. In preproccssing stcp, we used a conventional
ensemble averaging r-ncthod to gct x1(n) and x2(n) after 200
s\\'eeps. respectivel]'. shou'n in Fig. 3.

For simplicitr,. u'e designed the Wiener filter by FIRg'pe structure rvith order of 20. An estirnated result. in Fig.
4.. computed by thc complementary Wiener filter from
xr(n) and x2(n) is quitc close to a result computed from
cnsemble averaging aftcr 20()0 s\\/eeps in Fig. 5. The lattcr
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Fig. 3. Trvo channel ABR signals by ensernble averaging after 200 sweeps, respectively.
averaged signal was measured at the same time from the
same subject simultaneously. But it only needs one fifth
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An estimated ABR by cornplementary Wiener

Fig.

5. An estimated

ABR by conventional ensemble

averaging after 2000 srveeps.
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